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mirage
ARCHITECTURE’S CONFOuNDING EXPERIENCES
SPRING 2019 THESIS BOOK

Nuofan Xu + Ziyao Zhang
Advisor Molly Hunker (primary), Amber Bartosh

Thesis statement

The thesis is an attempt to merge non-physical elements with projections to create new
spatial possibilities. This project proposes a synthesized architecture with the engagement of projection to test the sensual effects and intangible experiences which differ
from traditional architectural space.
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SET UP
Screens are everywhere
There has been a ubiquitous trend to engage media in architecture. However, at times,
we find the engagement a bit problematic: for the incorporation of media in architecture simply means masking an original surface. We think the masking process mutes
the exterior of the original architecture, rather than cooperates with it to create more
possibilities. Thus, we see a necessity to provide a better alternative differ from the
masking, a more synthesized solution of the mixture between digital displays and
architecture, which may enhance the spatial qualities of traditional architectural space.
However, the project is not a rejecting the use of screen and digital displays on architecture facades; rather, we are criticizing the simplified design process of incorporating
media into architecture.
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Screen conditions: Facade

Screen conditions: Interior

Screen conditions: Facilities

Screen conditions: Personal/Mobile
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RESEARCH
Invisible boundaries
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KAIT workshop, Plan. Junya Ishigami.

Invisible boundaries diagram
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RESEARCH
Architecture + Digital Media
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Slow House. Long Island, USA. Diller + Scofidio, 1990.

Illustration Diagram
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RESEARCH
Case Study Map
Metropolis

Charles Ray & Eames Moscow
Glimpses of the U.S.A.
1959

Technology Advancement

Shibuya Crossing

Times Square NYC

Diller Scofidio + Renfro
Slow House
1991

Paul Rudolph
Ford Foundation theater
1960

Architecture

Doug Aitken
Lighthouse
2012

(x)perience
Paul Rudolph
Elman Apartment
1971

Diller Scofidio + Renfro
Alice Tully Hall
2009
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Preston Scott Cohen
Tel Aviv Museum of Art
2010

Doug Aitken
Mirage
2017

UVP Everson Museum

Electrical Display

local community

Phenomenon

Design

Installation

Doug Aitken
Sleepwalker
2007

Pipilotti Rist
Pour Your Body Out
2008

Sou Fujimoto
Forest of Light
2016
Junya Ishigami
KAIT Workshop
2008

Analogy

Junya Ishigami
Cuboid Balloon
2012
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Research
Diciplinary & Theoretical Background

“Architecture’s new confounds are not just making buildings visible but are encouraging them to find ways to make perception enter the realm of experience rather than
vision. to make images that produce material impressions, to make experience vivid.”
---- Sylvia Lavin, Kissing Architecture
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Invisible Logic : The

INTANGIBLE

Tectonics: The

Stan Allen, Points+Lines: Diagrams
and Projects for the city. New York:
Princeton Architectural Press, 1999.

AMO, Elements of Architecture.
Taschen, 2018.

Different views on
the traditional architectural elements
that we are familiar
with.

A universal question in
regards to understand
and present an abstract,
yet more comprehensible reference beween
architecture and other
contextual elements.

Junya Ishigami. Another Scale
of Architecture. Kyoto: Seigensha, 2015.

David Gissen. Subnature: Architecture’s Other Environments. New
York: Princeton Architectural Press,
2009.

Methodologies on understanding the uncotrollable and how they
can insight the design
process.

Media: Medium

as a FRAME

Anne Friedberg. The Virtual Window:
From Alberti to Microsoft. The MIT
Press, 2009.

Examines the dinw as
metaphor, as architectural component, and as an
opening to the dematerialized reality we see on the
screen.

Walter Benjamin. Illuminations:
Essays and Reflections. Schocken
Books, 1969.

The disappearance of
AURA: How media changes
our perception towards
artworks.

TANGIBLE

Methodologies on
understanding the
invisible logics.

Media : Medium

as a MESSAGE

Marshall Mcluhan. The Medium is the Massage. Gingko Press Inc, 1969.

Medium is not only the
message, Medium is the
Massage.

Marshall Mcluhan. Understanding Media. The MIT Press, 1994.

Medium does not contain
Message, Medium is the
Message.
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mirage
The natural phenomenom
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Incoming Light Ray

Hot Pavement

Normal

Optical diagram of inferior mirage

Desert

Photograph of inferior mirage
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aRCHITECTURE mIRAGE
Mirage, an optical phenomenon produces illusory images of distant objects, as the
analogy to speculate projections in architecture. We found mirage highly resembles
projections, because on one hand, mirage shows an ordinary object in an alien setting,
offers a distorted reality just like projections show images on architecture surfaces.
On the other hand, the phenomenon is not fake, or comes from nowhere. It requires
concrete physicality and complicated optical transmission to make it happen, just like
projections also requires complicated infrastructures and environment to work.
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architecture + multimedia

analogy

Architecture MIRAGE
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Analysis
75˚

35˚
Max eye rotation Up
monocular vision

110˚

0˚
Horizontal Sight Line
Visual Limit of Right Eye

62˚

15 ˚
Relaxing sight line

Binocular Vision

35˚
Max eye rotation down

40˚
30˚

Recognition of Symbols
20˚

Recognition of Words

Horizontal viewing angle Diagram
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75˚
Lower visual limit

Verticalal viewing angle Diagram

Investigating a series of precedents at different scales with many different forms of
engaging digital media into our built environment.
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Analysis
Desktop
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Prework

Movietime

Drafting

Studying

Analysis
Teamroom

Discussion

collabration

Presentation

Break
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Analysis
Everson Musuem Urban Vedio Project movie event

UVP Everson movie events photograph

Structure drawing of the event

Everson Musuem Garden: Physical boundaries

Everson Musuem Garden: New boundaries during event
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Analysis
Shibuya Crossing

The physical

The screens

The crowd

The movement
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Concepts

imposing boundary

MIRAGE

temporality
Exterior vs. interior
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Intangible boundary concept drawing

Temporality concept drawing

Interior vs. Exterior concept drawing
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Material tests
There are six major categories of physical elements that projection might work with.
Each of the category represents a typical condition of all the materials with similar
behaviors.
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Foam

An incredibly light absorbent. Among
all the categories it has the least reflectivity.

absorbing

While the light partially penetrates through its
surface and enters the mass. A subtle gradient

Lightstream

is often created and thus the foam mass is
suddenly perceived not as four hard edges but
a wholistic volume.

Activity Area
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People Movement

Mesh

The semitransparent surface allows

Second imaging
Background wall

twice imaging of the projected content. While
audience can utilize both the front and back as
the screen. While the light blushes out from
its back, it creates a very subtle second imaging at the back wall, form an in-between zone

In-betweeb zone

with its own pattern at the same time.

Plastic Mesh
First imaging

Activity Area

People Movement
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Smoke

A very thin, unstable light weight
medium. The random motion of substance
shadow

creates an uneven and changing density which

Dense

T

makes the denser area capture more of the
projected image. Smoke reduces the visibility

hin

to see through the medium without keeping
people away from it.

Activity Area
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People Movement

Reflective

A material with zero transparency, has
the capability to reflect projection to some-

First imaging

where else and create a zone on other surfaces.

Ground
Second imaging

Light
stream

Activity Area

People Movement
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Droplet

The heaviest medium among the
categories, has a sparkle effect when captures
projection. Also being the loudest medium, it

Texture: Sparkle

can repel the boundary of activity future away
v - fast

from its location.

Splashes

Activity Area
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People Movement

Powder

A lightweight material usually adhesive to the ground, has the ability to change

Dense/heavy

and transform at one’s wish.

particle(s)

v - fast
Activity Area

People Movement
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Japanese housing
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Tokyo is the context we choose to test out our theory. The detached, independent
properties and the dense urban context is what attracted us and what we think is the
best as a test ground for our theory. Tokyo housing conditions undergoes tremendous
amount of changes, the theme changes from post-war recovery period where mass
production happens, to the period of inhabiting the gap when the growth of Tokyo has
come to an extreme. By choosing Tokyo as our test ground, we hope to envision the
future of Tokyo housing, propose a dynamic and playful living environment for the
housing typology
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Site

Ebisu, Shibuya, Tokyo, Japan.
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The site locates in the urban Shibuya district. This neighborhood was considered as
the most livable area among Tokyo. It has easy railway access to most of the commercial center like Shinjuku and shibuya. It is a fairly pricy but comfortable and convenient residential district in the center of Tokyo. We found this small lot left in between the back of all kinds of apartment buildings and a small city canal. The lot area
is around 2000 square feet. Which has its only entrance connects to the north street.
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representation
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Droplet Screen

Reflective

Reflective imaging

Mesh

Mesh effect

Foam

Foam Blush

nozzle

Vapor

Mist

Projector
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Reflective

Reflective imaging

Mesh

Mesh effect

Foam

Foam Blush

nozzle

Vapor

Mist

Projector
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Dry Landscape Garden

Reflective

Reflective imaging

Mesh

Mesh effect

Foam

Foam Blush

nozzle

Vapor

Mist

Projector
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Ghosted view

Ghosted view

The Entry
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Garden Living Room

A Party Space

Ghosted view

One Giant Screen

The Tatami Room

Neo - Dry Landscape Garden
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A6DSMQKvuqg
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMJsdBj_zuM
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